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Agriculture Industry 
 

Agriculture is the science and art involved in cultivating crops and producing livestock 

for food and economic purposes. Agriculture word is derived from two Latin words 

Ager and Cultura, Ager means Land and Cultura means cultivation. 

 

Agriculture is backbone of many countries and serve a major role in their economy as 

it provides us basic necessities such as food, fiber, clothing, shelter, fuel, medicine 

and raw materials for manufacturing of various products. As per an estimated data by 

World Bank, market value of Agriculture is $3.177 Trillion in which India ranks 2nd 

with a market value of $353.62 Billion. Agriculture added to 3.791 % of world’s GDP 

and 17.4 % of India’s GDP in the year 2015, Contribution of Agriculture in world’s GDP 

and in many countries has reduced to a large extent in past 50 to 60 years, while 

population has multiplied indicating increase in demand of production of crops and 

food products. 
 
 

 

 

 
Some of the countries are already facing food shortage and many people are dying of 

hunger, to meet the increased demand of food, production of crops and food 

products need to be increased with adoption of better technology in Agriculture 

Sector. Agriculture sector being highly unorganised, with implementation of 

commercial and effective technology, better machinery and organising the 

agriculture sector, efficiency can be achieved and food shortage problem can be 

easily solved. Agriculture Industry is still in its development phase and needs a wide 

scale adoption of new farming methods and techniques to increase production of 

crops and food products. 
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1. INTRODUCTION TO FARM (Food And Resource Matrix) 
 

 
FARM (Food And Resource Matrix) is a Blockchain based organisation dedicated 

towards effective commercial agriculture, FARM will use Blockchain technology in 

agriculture sector as its business model to produce, harvest, post harvest 

management, process and storage, transport and distribution of crops and food 

products across India and all around the globe. Blockchain will be used to store data 

regarding Demand and Supply, transportation, storage of crops, pre and post 

harvesting of crops and crop products to ensure peer to peer connection between 

farmers and end consumers. This will bring transparency in the agriculture industry 

and will help in effective decision making by farmers to decide type of crops to be 

grown in the following season commercially. 

 
 

FARM intends to change the concept of traditional agriculture and farming practices 

to run it as a business through Blockchain Technology, in the mean course our 

business model will be used to establish near Price Stability concept by inducing 

Value Chain production model of crops in farming and combined production. Till now 

most of the farmers across world are involved in marginal farming for their food 

security which demotes the growth rate of production in agriculture making the 

market unpredictable. However with induction of Blockchain Technology into 

Agriculture Sector the demand data and supply data for all the crops will be online to 

assess the need of growth of crops regionally. 

 
 

FARM will be raised as an organisation of reliable source of information, solution 

providing guide, a blockchain based business development firm, a training and 

service sector institution, a leading community of advanced farmers, and an 

agriculture market influencer. FARM will consist of many blockchain based sister 

organisations which will help eliminate shortcomings in decisions and 

implementations of FARM. 
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2. MAJOR PROBLEMS OF AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY AND FARM’S 

SOLUTION 
 

 
2.1 Unstable prices of crops 

 

 
We can notice in our daily lives that prices of daily use crops fluctuate and their 

availability is also subjected which drives the pricing strategy, there are many factors 

which are responsible for this price fluctuation, most crops being seasonal can only 

be ripe and harvested in a particular season which results in plenty availability of the 

crop leading to lower prices and again bouncing back to high prices after the season 

ends. 
 

Most of the seasonal crops and fruits are perishable which force suppliers to make 

their harvest consume in market as soon as possible to get better value of their 

produce as profit margin drops to zero to avoid losses from perish ability. One of the 

important factors is Extreme weather conditions which retards the produce of crop 

and hence the scarcity in the market leading to higher prices. All these factors are 

responsible for crop prices being unstable throughout the year. 

 

 
FARM’S solution – 

 

FARM will divide most of seasonal growth of crops, region wise which will lead to 

availability of crops in local market on lower and stable prices for which perish ability 

will be checked by daily harvesting of seasonal crops without fear of rotting, a 

defined channel source of data for production and growth of crops according to 

population and food habits of the region will help understand and examine price 

fluctuation to ensure stabilization of crop price. 
 

FARM will create buffer stocks to check in case of food shortage in an economic 
region. The storage data for crops in buffer stocks will be linked to blockchain based 
app to create transparency and meet demand of the region through buffer stock. All 
contents of this section will help one way or the other in bringing price stability 
according to the working model and development in the business later. 
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2.2 Lack of technology in Agriculture 

One of the reasons for poor production capacity among farmers is Lack of 
technology, India has a good fertile agricultural land but there is absence of resources 
which help in better production and modern technology, problems can be described 
better as uneven monsoon shower, unavailability of new machineries, lack of good 
quality seeds and unawareness of modern methods and techniques in farming. 

 
 
 

 
FARM’s solution- 

 

FARM is developing a service sector for new machinery and modern farming 

equipments which will save labour, energy, time and produce better, this service 

sector will also contain providing good quality seeds on promotional and business 

basis as per requirement. Centres of service sector will be set up based on area of 

farming land and will be distributed region wise to reach easily in all parts for even 

supply. 

 

 
To solve unawareness problem, FARM’s service sector will conduct seminars and run 
awareness programs across rural areas so that farmers get acquainted with latest 
technology and efficiency in agricultural sector increases. Service sector will resolve 
uncertainties in monsoon shower by providing irrigation facilities through various 
approaches. 

 
 

Apart from this service sector’s awareness programs, FARM will provide data related 

to weather conditions and farming techniques for various seasonal and other 

valuable crops on its blockchain based app. App is being developed in such a 

capability that all features presented in whitepaper will be integrated in the app itself 

and all data regarding FARM will be made public which will resolve major problems 

regarding lack of technology in agriculture sector. 
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2.3 Intermediaries 
 

 
Existence of Intermediaries in Agriculture sector has both positive and negative 
effects, negative impact accounts for losses on economic front to farmers, producers 
and consumers. 

 

Intermediaries act as linking agent between producers and market, intermediaries 

negotiate with farmers and buy crops at a very lower price at this point farmers do 

not have abundant knowledge about the market conditions and so are less benefited, 

now intermediaries sell to market at higher prices acting as commission agents 

between producer and market, at this point price rises due to unnecessary 

involvement of commission agents, here consumers fall prey to this system when 

they buy crops from market. 

Some mark-up is natural when price difference between farmers and consumers is 
concerned as it includes various amenities like handling, transportation and other 
factors, but again from farm to market is a long way and unorganised always marking 
the losses. 

 

 
FARM’s solution- 

 

FARM will be developing peer to peer connection between farmers and consumers 

through app which will help farmers sell their produce directly to the consumers or 

store in local agriculture market setup by FARM, all the expenses will be covered by 

us from farm to our setup. Removing middleman from this process will decrease the 

price of crops and will be beneficial to farmers as well as consumer this will also help 

in stabilizing prices of crops by consuming them in their regional local market. 

 

 
Intermediaries will be removed from various processes and phases between 
plantation, post harvest management and transport to market to ensure efficiency in 
agriculture sector and reduce price variation by inducing our business model which is 
described below later in business development section. 
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2.4 Varying Demand and Supply Data 
 

 
There are various driving forces behind varying demand and supply data - change in 

population, per capita income, changing food habits, change in global agricultural 

food productivity, perceptions to meet future demand of food all these lead to high 

variation in Demand and Supply data. Varying Demand and Supply data directly affect 

production of crops and their prices leading to unstable market conditions however 

this can be minimised by simple but effective initiations. Missing data from various 

sources in rural areas is also a cause for variation. 

 
 
 
 

FARM’s solution- 
 
 

Farming and prediction of demand in agriculture is highly related to big data 

collection and analysis of collected data for production needs, FARM came out with a 

solution to collect data for population growth, food habits, and previous demand and 

supply data from various sources and integrating it into its app on blockchain where 

everyone can look at data regionally and read analysis result to understand demand 

and supply curve for production. 

 

 
There will be huge data collection at this point but what if you paid for a particular 
crop in our virtual currency just by input of amount of crop you are purchasing and 
simply making payment to make it go live on our blockchain app, a one step solution 
for all data collection through our app, less chances of missing any data and effective 

solution for variation. 
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2.5 Lack of Transportation 
 

 
Transportation plays a major role in economic functioning of agriculture, 

transportation bridges gap and acts as connecting link between producer and market, 

a good transportation system leads to effective exchange of agricultural commodities 

between two parties whether it be a group or individual. In rural areas, 

transportation is a major problem where road conditions are worst, bad road 

conditions also lead to perishing of food products by jerks and jumps on the road, 

farmers face so many problems due to absence of transportation facilities, they 

cannot easily take their food products to markets which result in rotting of perishable 

food products. 
 

Unorganised transportation system is a major obstacle to economic soundness in 

agriculture sector as in case of small quantity of produce transportation is needed to 

reach it to market there is no record of such data available that in what amount the 

crop is being carried to market from small producers, surviving in market conditions 

and preserving the good quality crops during shipment remains a challenge for 

farmers, lack of transportation observes declining effectiveness in agriculture sector. 

 

 
FARM’s solution- 

 

Every vehicle being used for shipment will be fitted with a GPS chip and the GPS chip 
will be linked to data of amount of different agricultural products in the shipment, 
the chip’s Id will be linked to our blockchain based app in which shipment route to 
FARM’s central market will be tracked and availability of crops can be seen online. 

 

To make ease of use central market will be located covering regions located at edges 
of a hexagon, this will minimize the distance of FARM’s agricultural lands to the 
central market deriving an efficient pattern for shipment. 

 

To fight perishable food crops FARM will use high quality fabrics and specially 

designed carrier boxes to resist damage to crops, all rural areas will be equipped with 

shipment vehicles in a decided pattern to carry even small amount of leftover food 

crops to FARM’s central market which will avoid any unwanted transport expenses, 

this will also avoid time and energy losses in agriculture sector and help in price 

stability. 
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2.6 Lack of Storage 
 

 
Food grains start rotting when there is lack of proper storage facilities near 

agricultural land, it has been observed that more than 55% of agricultural produce is 

held by farmers themselves for consumption which involves traditional and 

unscientific methods of storage leading to rot of food grains, apart from this food 

grains and agricultural produce stored for consumption in market start to rot seeking 

attention for good storage facilities. 

 

 
In most of the rural regions agricultural produce is intentionally pushed into market 
to avoid rotting which also affect farmers and producers on economic front as the 
prices fall much lower when market is flooded by a certain agricultural produce and 
disappears suddenly creating imbalance in demand supply chain and economic 
efficiency. 

 
 
 

 
FARM’s solution- 

 
 

FARM will be constructing private cold storages and warehouses across country and 

globe for its agriculture produce to be stored integrated within the central market 

building, these cold storages will be a part of our designed service sector which can 

be used by farmers and producers by paying a small fee. All storage data will be live 

on blockchain, and integrated store facility in the central market building will avoid 

any unexpected shipment expenses later. 

 

 
Construction of cold storage and renting space of cold storage apart from our own 
use will create a huge agricultural crops supply into our cold storages adding to 
FARM’s profit and data collection from all rural regions. 
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3. INTEGRATION OF AGRICULTURE AND BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY 

3.1 Bridging gap between Agriculture and Technology 
 

In last 10 to 15 years there have been many technical developments in field of 
agriculture, new machines and robots have been developed which are designed to 
perform tasks automatically according to needs in farming ranging from ploughing, 
seeding, irrigation, post harvest management and to increase production in 
agriculture sector, but are unable to reach rural areas. 

 

There is a wide gap between agriculture and technology as most of the produce is 
collected from rural farms which use traditional practices in farming. 
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3.2 Inducing Blockchain in Agriculture 

For an agriculture value based economy, there has to be development in Agriculture 
sector on technology front to increase production, quality assurance and to remove 
shortcomings. All data on blockchain will be transparent so that assessment can be 
done and is in the reach of everyone. 
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4. WORKING MODEL AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OF FARM 
 

 
4.1 Organic Horticulture, Cash Crops, Animal Husbandry, Dairy Farming, Fisheries 
and Combined Farming Practice 

 
 

FARM has managed to lease more than 250 Acres of land in North and North East 
part of India for its Agriculture practice till now, we are eyeing on thousands of acres 
of land in different part of India divided regionally to establish our working model of 
price stability, we have also contacted owners of various ranches outside India for 
leasing. FARM will use modern technology and new concepts in its farming practice. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

INTEGRATED FARMING 
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FARM will use various modern techniques in its farming practices to increase 
production and reduce market price of crops. 

 

We have prepared a list of 45 cash crops which we will grow aside of our Price 
Stability concept to help our organisation benefit economically. The list includes cash 
crops from Organic Horticulture (Fruits), Floriculture, Spices and Medicinal Herbs. 

 

Several Horticulture farms will be prepared for growth of cash crops in India and 
across globe. 

 

Smart farms will be set up to meet global demand needs in urban areas which will 
also reduce transportation, machine, energy and various unnecessary expenditures. 

We will start our farming practices from 1st week of December 2018 after our ICO 
ends. 

 

4.2 International Collaborations 
 

 
FARM is also looking forward for extensive international collaboration to bring a 

revolution in agriculture sector. We are open to foreign investments and share ideas 

for promotion of blockchain in agriculture. Agriculture is not a regional but an 

international need to be focused upon as the survival of our many generations to 

come depends on it. Besides, we will be exporting best agro products worldwide, 

setting up an easy delivery channel all across the globe. 
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We as an emerging agro community want to provide you with good organic agro 

products for a healthy life no matter which part of world you live in. Linking 

agriculture to blockchain will increase the economic effectiveness of agro industry 

and FARM is committed to make this sector one of the most profitable sector in years 

to come. FARM’s vision is global and believes in International implementation of 

ideas linking with various like mind agro based organisations worldwide. 

 

 
4.3 Workflows and blockchain based working model 
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4.4 Decentralised app for payments and data storage on Blockchain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FARM is developing a decentralised app for payments of agriculture produce on 
blockchain which is a part of our price stability concept, app will also include various 
centralised and distributed services to provide best services possible to consumers 
and producers. 
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App is being developed on Ethereum Blockchain Platform, App will be tested and 
released for developers to suggest any errors and abnormalities caused by bugs. Final 

version of the App will be likely released in 3rd or 4th quarter of 2018. 

 
 

 
1. All transactions and data regarding payments will be live on blockchain showing 
total supply from FARM and producers in a particular region and the same data for 
demand and consumers will be available region wise. 

 
 
 

 
2. In centralised section of the app, Demand and Supply data will be collected offline 
and online from various sources and an analysis will be done by FARM team to assess 
the requirement of production and supply region wise. 

 
 
 

 
3. In our app there will be a section for information about how to grow crops, which 
crops should be grown in which season, what are the best practices to do farming for 
specific crops and more details regarding production. 

 
 
 

 
4. Our app will also contain service section in which farmers and producers can order 
the required equipments, machines and other farm related services and make 
payments in the same section. 

 
 
 

 
5. Availability of crop produce in our central market and cold storage facility will be 
online to ensure better service to consumers. 
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4.5 Research and development lab for innovative farming and quality testing 
 
 

 

 
 
 

We are developing a Lab for quality testing and innovative farming so that our 
produce can be tested in quality and better farming solutions can be developed for 
Agriculture sector. 

 

We are totally focusing on high powered research and development facility, we have 
high qualified agricultural scientists and agro think tanks to derive feasible solutions 
to encounter problems. To reach mass scale we are attracting other organisations for 
sustainable development solutions. 

 

Lab will also facilitate blockchain based solutions in agriculture sector for marketing 
and to reach price stability. Lab will also improve performance of growth in our 
technology section and help in developing new machines and equipments for 
agriculture. 

 

FARM will be installing quality testing labs all across the globe to help delay and 
reduce abnormalities in agriculture sector. 
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4.6 Commercial farming for rare and herbal plants 

FARM will grow rare herbs which require precise organic farming practices and is key 
base to medicine industry, farming practice of organic and herbal based plants is 
increasing as demand is very high from pharmaceutical companies and for export 
purpose, also selling and purchase of these medicinal herbs are creating better 
opportunities for farmers in India. 

 

FARM will grow rare herbs like Yashtimadhu – Glycyrrhiza glabra, Kesar, Aloe vera, 
Stevia – Stevia Rebaudiana, Sarpagandha – Rauvolfia Serpentina, Safed Musli – 
Chlorophytum Borivilianum, Jatropha – Jatropha curcas and other various herbs 
found in high landmasses which have commercial medicine use. 

 

These herbs are also used in cosmetic industry which has very high demands, FARM is 
committed to benefit agriculture sector economically and make it a large contributor 
of world’s GDP. 

 

 
5. TIME LINE OF VARIOUS PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT 

 

 
5.1 Research and Problem analysis 

In early months of the year 2014 place North India, while working with an 

organisation in agriculture sector founders of FARM encountered some major 

problems which farmers, producers and consumers were facing in farm and 

agriculture market. It was noticed and marked that these problems were leading to 

decrease in economic efficiency and production which were responsible for price rise 

and unstable market conditions. 
 

After North India project completion in March 2015 an urge for development in 
agriculture and to make farmers and producers economically sound, research and 
study was conducted and analysis was done to solve problems being faced in this 
sector which took long time and counted the end of the year 2015. 

 

A project was drafted to help farmers by use of value chain production and combined 
farming practices in April 2016 but still a need for better project was felt. 

 

In September 2016 FARM team was formed and study on blockchain technology was 
started. In February 2017, we came with solution to sort out problems in agriculture 
with help of blockchain technology. 
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5.2 Framework of Project 
 

 
Framework of Project started to begin in March 2017, several modifications in project 
were made citing new developments in agriculture technology and farming practices, 
how blockchain can be used efficiently in post harvest management and Demand 
Supply chain was formulated. 

 
 

From March 2017 to September 2017, study for price stability was conducted and 
work for whitepaper, website content, project management team, blockchain 
developers, promotions started in last week of September 2017. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5.3 Presale of token and launch of ICO 
 

 
Presale of token was decided so that early investors can easily buy tokens at lower 
prices and is scheduled in month of August 2018. 

 

 
Launch of ICO PreSale will take place in August 2018 and project will commence 
from December 2018 on ground as land leasing and preparation for project launch 
on ground has already begun. 
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6. FARM TOKENS AND ICO DETAILS 
 

 
6.1 Number of tokens details 

 

 
Total number of ERC-20 tokens will be - 28,000,000 

 
 
 

4,500,000 ERC-20 tokens will be reserved for Founders and Team. 
 
 
 

 
Total number of ERC-20 tokens available for ICO – 20,000,000 

 
 
 

 
TOKEN DISTRIBUTION – 

 
20,000,000 will be reserved for the ICO. 

 

4,500,000 ERC-20 tokens will be reserved for Founders and Team. 
 

1,500,000 of tokens from presale will be reserved by FARM to award Developers, 
Content writers, Bounty, strategists and promoters. 

 

2,000,000  ERC-20 tokens will be reserved for FARM for 2 years of time for its 
development in later phase. 
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6.2 Crowd sale and Launch details 
 

 
Presale of tokens on ethereum platform will start on 25th August 2018 and end on 

25th September 2018 

 

**Crowdsale will start on 14th October 2018 and will end on 14th November 2018, 
countdown timer and smart contract address will be displayed on website.** 

 

 
 
 

 
6.3 Revenue Model 

 

 
40% of the total annual profit of FARM will be used  to buy tokens from 
exchanges and burn them to reduce their numbers.  

 

 
Buyback will be done quarterly and the budget will be notified. 
 
20% of the profit will be used for members, workers and the team. 
 
Remaining 40% of the profit will be directly invested in the project for expansion. 
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7. FARM Team 
 

 
You can find out more details of our team on our website 
www.foodandresourcematrix.com and contact us easily at our email 
contact@foodandresourcematrix.com  

 
 

BHANU PRATAP 

Founder, Project & Concept Designer, Finances (Head) 

SHAURYA RITWIK 

Business Development, Media & Marketing (Head) 

SAKET KUMAR 

Market Research & Collaborations 

KISHOR KUMAR 

Logistics & Staff Management 

AJITESH SINGH 

Technical Lead 

ADITYA PRABHAKAR 

Minerals & Production Management 

PARVIND BHAGAT 

Community & Workforce Manager 

MANISH KUMAR 

Farm & Resources Manager 

http://www.foodandresourcematrix.com/
mailto:contact@foodandresourcematrix.com
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ADVISORS 
 

 
SHUBHANKAR GUPTA 

Agriculture Scientist 

AMIT KUMAR 

Blockchain and Crypto Advisor 

JAGRUTI DAS 

Agriculture Economy Advisor 
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